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Summary
This
study compared predictions of selection response,
genetic
variance, accuracy of selection, male and female selection differentials,
and inbreeding levels from a deterministic model to results from stochastic
simulation of index selection in closed nucleus breeding schemes for beef
cattle.
Deterministic predictions of response were generally within 1% of
stochastic results.
It was concluded that deterministic models provide
accurate predictions for evaluating expected selection response from
alternative closed nucleus breeding structures.
Introduction
Stochastic computer simulation studies have all reported response
rates substantially lower than simple theoretical predictions for closed
nucleus schemes in dairy cattle ( Nicholas and Smith, 1983; Juga and MakiTanila, 1987; Ruane and Thompson, 1988).
Similar results are likely to
apply to predictions for beef cattle (Land and Hill, 1975; Gearheart et
al., 1989).
Assuming constant family size, the major factors reducing
selection response relative to simple theoretical predictions can be
accounted for deterministically.
For example, Verrier et. al (1989) found
that predictions of response, genetic variance, and inbreeding levels from
a deterministic model accounting for linkage disequilibrium, inbreeding and
sampling effects agreed closely with results of stochastic simulation for
mass selection in a small closed population.
The purpose of this paper is to compare predictions of selection
response,
genetic variance,
accuracy of selection,
male and female
selection differentials, and inbreeding levels from a deterministic model
developed by Keller et al. (1990) to results from stochastic simulation of
index selection in closed nucleus breeding schemes for beef cattle.
Methods
Briefly, the deterministic model developed by Keller et al. (1990)
predicts additive genetic variance in each generation of a selection
program accounting for the effects of linkage disequilibrium, inbreeding
and finite population size.
Predictions of inbreeding rates were adjusted
for selection and population structure. Predictions of realized selection
differentials were adjusted for population size and structure.
Index
selection using own, full-sib, and paternal half-sib records at 1 year of
age was assumed.
Index weights
were computed from equations as in Wray
and Hill (1989) except that loss of within family variance from inbreeding
was accounted for. Generations were assumed to be discrete and the number
of males and females used as parents each generation remained constant.
For the stochastic simulation, true breeding values for the number of
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male and female parents needed were initially generated at random from some
base population with mean of zero, additive genetic variance-1 and
heritability—h ^ . These initial parents were assumed to be unrelated and
are mated at random to produce a progeny generation (t-0).
Individual
animal phenotypes (P^) were generated each generation (t) as follows:
— 0 . 5 (GS^ + GD^)

+

respectively,
is a random mendelian sampling effect unique to animal i
generated from a normal distribution with mean-0 and variance-0.5(1-Fsd^),
and
is a random environmental effect unique to animal i generated from a
normal distribution with mean-0 and variance-(l-h^)/h^. Fsd^ represents the
average inbreeding of the parents of animal i.
Inbreeding coefficients
were computed using the method of Quaas (1976).
Index weights using own,
full-sib, and half-sib records were derived based on the initial population
parameters and used subsequently in all generations.

Results
For comparison, a standard set of system parameters was defined as the
following values: planning horizon-10 generations, herd size-480 progeny
per generation, initial heritability-.30, ET rate-4 progeny per flush for
all selected cows and dams/sire-6.
The effects of varying these values on
stochastic simulation results and the percentage deviation of deterministic
predictions from stochastic results are presented in Table 1. Deterministic
predictions of cumulative response were usually within 1% of stochastic
values.
The difference between deterministic and stochastic results
increased slightly as planning horizon lengthened.
The deterministic model
tended to overpredict response in small herds or with low initial
heritability and underpredict response in large herds or with high
heritability.
The deterministic model also tended to overpredict response
as selection intensity increased (i.e. higher progeny/dam and/or higher
dams/sire).
Deterministic predictions of additive genetic variance over time were
usually within 2% of stochastic results.
Deterministic predictions of
genetic variance were higher than stochastic results in initial generations
but decreased more rapidly over time. No clear trends with heritability or
herd sizes were found. With higher selection intensities the deterministic
model tended to overpredict the remaining genetic variance.
Accuracy of selection was higher in the deterministic model than
stochastic results in all cases examined.
Failure to update selection
index weightings for the current within and between family variances,
although likely to occur in practice, leads to lower selection accuracy in
stochastic results.
As concluded by Wray and Hill (1989), the small
differences in accuracy between these two approaches leads to only
negligible differences in predicted response.
The genetic superiority of selected male and female parents summarizes
predictions
of
variance,
accuracy
and
selection
differentials.
Deterministically predicted superiorities were within 3% of stochastic
results over planning horizons and herd sizes.
With low heritability
reliance on family information with index selection increases and realized
selection differentials are reduced because of increased probabilities of
sib selection.
Deterministic adjustments of selection differentials as
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Table 1.
Average stochastic results with standard errors (over 100
replications) and percentage deviations (in parentheses) of deterministic
predictions from stochastic results as affected by planning horizon, herd
size, heritability and mating structures.

System
parameters

Cumulative
2
response—

Genetic
Selection
variance^ accuracv

6.685+.04
(.1%)
Planning horizon
5 gen.
3.540+.03
(-1%)

.696+.007 .556+.005
(.2%)
(1.2%)

.853+.06
(.8%)

.372+.05
(.6%)

14.2+.02
(1.1%)

.740+.007 .568+.005
(1.1%)
(.9%)

.926+.04
(-2.1%)

.389+.04
(1.4%)

7.4+.01
(2.6%)

12.436+.05
(.6%)

.615+.006 .534+.005
(-1.8%)
(1.7%)

.754+.08
(2.4%)

.327+.07
(2.7%)

26.4+.02
(1.1%)

6.296+.06
(.4%)

.624+.008 .539+.007
(-1.0%)
(.5%)

.784+.09
(-1.1%)

.339+.08
(-2%)

24.4+.03
(3.7%)

6.955+.03
(-.7%)

.750+.006 .569+.003
(-.8%)
(.7%)

.913+.04
(-.5%)

.396+.04
(-.4%)

8.0+.01
(-3.6%)

4.842+.04
(.5%)

.746+.008 .376+.008
(.3%)
(4.1%)

.580+.06
(6.8%)

.264+.06
(2.28%)

16.1+.02
(.7%)

7.812+.03
(-.7%)

.656+.006 .674+.004 1.029+.05
(-2.5%)
(.5%)
(.2%)

.444+.05
(-1.7%)

12.5+.02
(2.3%)

.547+.009 .546+.006
(2.2%)
(.7%)

.844+.06
(3.3%)

.520+.05
(.2%)

33.3+.04
(-6.5%)

.403+.008 .507+.008
(1.8%)
(.2%)

.737+.08
(5.16%)

.503+.08
(-2.8%)

51.8+.06
(-.8%)

Standard**

20 gen.

Herd size
240

960

Heritability
.10

.50

Mating Structure
prog/dam-8,
8.078+.05
dams/sire-6
(.4%)
prog/dam-12,
dams/sire-8

8.191+.08
(1.2%)

Genetic superiority^females
males

1

Genetic superiority of selected male and female parents.

2

Cumulative response in genetic standard deviation units.

o
^

F—

Genetic variance in base population set to 1.
F=average inbreeding level in %.

■* Standard system parameters are: prog/dam=4, dams/sire=6, herd size-480
progeny per generation, heritability-.3, planning horizon-10 generations
and no inbreeding depression.
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modified from Hill (1976) tended to be too small with low heritability but
too large with high heritability.
For mating structures with higher
selection
intensities male genetic superiority was overpredicted while
female superiority was underpredicted.
Deterministic predictions of inbreeding levels were generally within
4% of stochastic results.
Both the deterministic and stochastic models
yielded inbreeding levels roughly twice as high as the values predicted by
the simple formula of Wright (1931). The model tended to overestimate
inbreeding levels in
small herds and underestimate inbreeding in large
herds.
The
degree
of overestimation
increased
with
increasing
heritability.
For mating structures with
increased selection intensity
the deterministic model underestimated inbreeding levels somewhat.
Discussion
This
study has
shown that deterministic models can provide quite
accurate predictions of selection response for closed nucleus breeding
schemes. Approximations of selection differentials and inbreeding rates in
small
populations
with
directional
index
selection performed well.
Deterministic models are useful for the rapid evaluation of selection
response expected from alternative mating structures, herd sizes and other
factors. Elaboration of deterministic models to more complicated breeding
systems (e.g. open nucleus, overlapping generations) and more realistic
models of offspring production (variable family size) should further add to
their usefulness in evaluating breeding strategies.
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